2008 ford f250 super duty

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Amazing experience! Abe
was helpful from the time I first reached out until the completion of the sale. Things are quite
crazy with the pandemic going on, but he was extremely helpful and we are extremely happy
with our purchase! No pressure. Fantastic Auto Dealer. I will never go anywhere else for a truck.
Great salesman, accommodated us, patient, no pressure and fantastic pricing. We love our new
Ram! Very quick response concerning my request about the auto. Experienced and
knowledgeable about the process of financing. We bought a used Honda Odyssey from this
Auto Expo. They were friendly and professional. I feel like we got a great car for a really good
price. The lot is small but it seemed like they had good quality vehicles. Brian was extremely
helpful. He let us test drive a couple of small SUVs were we interested in and even suggested
another model we weren't considering. Great customer service, speedy process in and out with
my vehicle in 45 minutes. Highly recommended.! Well very few positive things to say about this
dealership. Less then perfect credit so I felt they put me on the back burner. By the time they
were done dragging the feet they already sold it probably still ran credit knowing it was no
longer available. Excellent communications. The Ford F Super Duty may be an idea whose time
hasn't quite come. The completely overhauled, better-than-ever version of this tougher, heavier
contender in Ford's popular F-Series was scheduled for release with the model year along with
a new F Super Duty as well but ongoing issues with diesel supplier International Truck delayed
that release. Early press on the '08 F Super Duty was enthusiastic. Reviewers praised its power
and heft, while marveling over its nimble roadworthiness. Everyone agreed that the rugged,
rounded styling inspired by the Tonka Concept truck that attracted so much positive attention
in was sexy and impressive. However, the actual release of the F Super Duty has been troubled.
Ford recalled 37, of the Super Duty trucks because of the danger of tailpipe fires; this setback,
after the already costly delay of the release, may be difficult for Ford to overcome. Let's hope
the guys in Dearborn get the bugs worked out soon; this is a great-looking, sturdy pickup that
has lots of potential for success as a workhorse on farm, ranch, and job site. It just needs to
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized
Ford Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? With this year's increase in output for the
PowerStroke turbodiesel V8 and refinements to the cabin, the Ford F Super Duty is back in the
running for the heavy-duty pickup title. For most folks, a half-ton pickup truck, such as Ford's
own F, is more than adequate, easily handling the occasional hauling and towing chores Joe
Suburbanite may throw at it. Transporting goods from Home Depot, moving the kid to college
and towing a pair of jet skis or snowmobiles aren't a problem for a half-tonner. Ford's entry in
this class is the F Super Duty. Although a capable and very popular workhorse, the outgoing
Ford F Super Duty was a dated design compared to the more recently revamped rivals from GM
and Dodge. The Ford's performance lagged behind and the cabin didn't offer the comfort,
storage and luxurious feel of the newer trucks. For , Ford has revamped the F Super Duty
pickup considerably, giving this sales chart superstar greater work capacity along with a much
improved interior. More than just the aggressive, in-your-face looks, the freshened front end
styling brings a functional advantage. The higher hood, bigger grille and redesigned front
bumper all allow more cool air to reach the radiator. Available behind that grille is a larger
PowerStroke diesel engine. Now at 6. A high-pressure common-rail fuel system with high-tech
injectors is also new for the diesel; Ford says that because these injectors administer fuel in up
to five metered spurts per combustion cycle rather than all at once, reliability is improved,
emissions are reduced and the engine even runs quieter. Another benefit is quick startup -- this
diesel can fire up in fewer than 2 seconds at minusdegrees F. Supporting the new engine is a
stronger frame. Ford says it's tougher than before thanks to new reinforcements and increased
usage of high-strength steel. There's also a new rear suspension design; it's said to improve
stability during acceleration, braking and cornering. It should also lower the truck's rear end for
easier towing of tall gooseneck or fifth-wheel trailers. This year's major improvements, namely
the more potent PowerStroke engine and revamped cabin, go a long way toward putting the
Ford F Super Duty back near the top of the class. The SuperCab has a pair of small rear-opening
rear doors, while the Crew Cab has four conventional full-size doors. SuperCabs and Crew Cabs
are available with a short 6. The FX4 provides serious off-road hardware, including skid plates,

heavy-duty shock absorbers, a limited-slip rear axle and a manual-shift transfer case. High-line
Lariats come with features like inch alloy wheels, leather upholstery, power front seats
driver-seat only on Regular Cab and dual-zone automatic climate control. All trims come with a
clever flip-down tailgate step that hides within the tailgate when stowed. Depending on the trim,
numerous options are available, such as reverse park assist, a navigation system, power
folding and telescoping mirrors and a rear-seat DVD entertainment system. The XLT Sport
package includes a monochrome treatment with color-matched bumpers and grille, foglamps,
chrome step bars and privacy glass. The King Ranch package provides two-tone paint, inch
alloy wheels and fancy leather seating and trim inspired by a western saddle. Highly
recommended for those who tow is the Tow Command system option, which seamlessly
integrates the control of the trailer brakes with those on the truck. There are three engine
choices for the F Super Duty: the standard 5. Regardless of engine choice, buyers have a
choice of transmission: a six-speed manual or a five-speed automatic and either two- or
four-wheel drive. Antilock disc brakes are standard, but neither side- nor side-curtain airbags
are available. Power-adjustable pedals are optional on XLT and Lariat models equipped with
automatic transmission , as are rear parking sensors. Though we've driven the new Ford F and
come away impressed, we've yet to sample the Ford F Check back later for specific F
commentary. A rugged, industrial theme marks the revised cabin, and materials quality is
improved over the previous truck. Chrome accents surround the gauges and air vents, while the
new center stack puts controls in easier reach. In crew cabs, folding the rear seats up reveals a
flip-out utility tray that keeps the load floor flat. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Super Duty. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Base V8 not as strong as base V8s in competing
trucks. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Ford F Super Duty has been fully redesigned. Under the skin, a number of
major upgrades take place. Ford says the chassis is stronger than before and now has a new
type of coating for improved corrosion resistance. The rear suspension has also been tweaked
to improve ride and handling without compromising capability. For power, there's an updated
version of the PowerStroke diesel engine. It now displaces 6. Read more. Write a review See all
73 reviews. Warning of issue with Ford Diesel Engines. Ford corporate recently told us that we
need to test the diesel fuel every time before filling up our Ford diesel F The truck has less than
70k miles and this is the second time this has occurred first at 24k. Truck still under warranty.
No abnormal driving, primarily highway and occassional pulling of a 3 horse gooseneck trailer.
All scheduled maintenance, including fuel filters, was regularly performed by a Ford Dealer. No
warning lights came on before engine shut down. Through postings on diesel forums and
leasing associations, we are hearing this is not an uncommon problem. Read less. I kept
reading post after post on the internet about the 6. Well here it is. Guess I knew after Ford
adandoned the motor after only three years I was in trouble. Shame on you Ford!! Laurence R. I
bought this vehicle used in with 32, miles in the XLT trim. The vehicle had a bad front end and
lousey fuel mileage. I knew this when I purchased the vehicle. Different tires also helped
improve fuel mileage. I installed heavy duty air shocks and replaced the front springs with
heaover springs and stabilizer bar to the front end. I also installed side step bars, tool box,
backup camera, fog lights and trailer brake and other items. This was cheaper than buying a
more expensive vehicle from the dealer. I purchased my ford Super duty in , One of the first. I
now have , on the 5. Only 1 set of brakes. New alternator at , mls. I am a stone mason and work
my truck hard. Around , mls the truck made a engine noise when I started it, almost , mls later I
have the same noise. No change, I always change my oil, I love my truck, Would never buy
anything but a ford truck period! Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average
Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers

reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. The Ford F
three-quarter-ton pickups are intended for those who regularly need to tow large trailers or haul
heavy loads. The Ford Super Duty F is a no-nonsense truck with serious workload in mind.
Safety equipment includes a myriad of airbag configurations anti-lock brakes and traction
control. Free Carfax report for all vehicles! All vehicles come with a day mile warranty directly
from the dealership. Low mileage vehicles get an even longer warranty! Drive Wheel
Configuration: four wheel drive. Purchase with confidence since all of Ds' quality vehicles are
thoroughly inspected. We stock and locate custom high-quality cars in all price ranges for our
customers and friends. XLT trim. San Angelo Chevy offers brand new Chevrolet models
including, the Silverado, Equinox, Trax, as well as an extensive used vehicle inventory. We have
a substantial amount of leasing and financing options in addition to the variety of incentives
available to our valued customers from all over the Concho Valley, the Big Country and beyond.
Come see us at North Bryant Blvd. Price contains all applicable dealer incentives and
non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see dealer for details.
Located in Martinsburg, West Virginia, Apple Valley Toyota serves all the surrounding areas in
our home state, including a lot of cities and communities out of state in places like Hagerstown
and Frederick, Maryland as well as Winchester, Virginia. Customers come for our selection, and
they keep coming back for our customer service and all the wonderful things that we offer
including a Lifetime Powertrain Warranty that comes included on just about every vehicle we
sell. Come to Apple Valley Toyota, and don't forget to take advantage of our free West Virginia
and Virginia state inspections available to all Apple Valley Toyota customers for as long as they
own their vehicle. Drive Wheel Configuration: rear wheel drive. Just what you've been looking
for. A truly breathtaking example of pure vehicle design achievement With quality in mind, this
vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. You can finally stop searching You've found the
one you've been looking for. Our No Hassle Internet Pricing mission is to present value to all of
our customers. No Hassle Internet Pricing is achieved by polling over 20, vehicle listings hourly.
This ensures our customers receive real-time No Hassle Pricing on every pre-owned vehicle we
sell. We do not artificially inflate our prices in hopes of winning a negotiating contest with our
customers! Our pricing is based on actual transactions. While these vehicles are being sold
as-is it doesn't mean they aren't still great cars and SUVs. Be sure to act fast as these vehicles
will be available for 2 weeks before heading to auction - if you see something you like contact
us for a test drive today! We believe in a truly customer friendly way of doing business with an
attentive and caring staff that focuses on you and doing it right the first time every time. Our
experience will be different from the rest because of our focus on you and how we can assist
with your automotive needs. Sales, Service or Parts we will be transparent in all of our
transactions. You can have confidence in our Pre-Owned selection because of the inspection
process by factory trained technicians. We will show you the inspection not only for the
Certified vehicles but also for our Select and Value Line vehicles. Take the guesswork out and
visit us to experience the difference. With State of the Art facilities providing a spacious
showroom, charging stations all over the place, free coffee, hot chocolate and now espresso,
your visit will be as comfortable as possible. The culture of the store is putting fun and
excitement back into buying a car all while making you our customer the center of attention.

With aggressive pricing in all our departments Sales, Service, and Parts we want to earn your
business with more than just pricing and that's the Mike Smith Experience. Come see what The
Mike Smith Experience is all about!! You can also visit us at, Claypool St. Carroll OH, to check it
out in person! The paint is in great shape and condition. No dings are visible on this vehicle.
The interior was well maintained and is extra clean. The exterior was well maintained and is
extra clean. The engine is functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very
smoothly. The brakes are in great condition. The battery is in excellent condition. Thank you for
reviewing our automobile. Every effort is made to ensure all our vehicles meet the highest
standards of mechanical, reliability, safety and appearance. We do an 83 point inspection on all
vehicles to ensure that everything is working properly. All automobiles get oil changes and if
the brakes and tires are needed we replace them. Please call or text us to schedule an
appointment today to arrange a demonstration of the vehicle of your choice. Clean CarFax with
good service history! Super low finance rates are available at Your Auto Source!!! Most of our
vehicles come with a 3 month mile warranty. All vehicles are PA State inspected and emissions
certified. We perform a point full check out. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Manual transmission.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search
1999 seville
2017 tacoma owners manual
2001 dodge ram 1500 59 specs
radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic 1, Manual 7. Cylinders 8 cylinders 1, 10 cylinders 1. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. New Listing. No accidents. Showing
1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Warning of issue with Ford Diesel Engines.
Ford corporate recently told us that we need to test the diesel fuel every time before filling up
our Ford diesel F The truck has less than 70k miles and this is the second time this has
occurred first at 24k. Truck still under warranty. No abnormal driving, primarily highway and
occassional pulling of a 3 horse gooseneck trailer. All scheduled maintenance, including fuel
filters, was regularly performed by a Ford Dealer. No warning lights came on before engine shut
down. Through postings on diesel forums and leasing associations, we are hearing this is not
an uncommon problem. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

